You recognize that statement above from HPS Maxine.

Our world is changing, and people are seeing it. Those in power are abusing it, and they are terraforming society step by step into something else entirely from what it was. This hasn't yet accelerated as much as it will in the next years.

What happened until now was only a taste of it.

In regards to what the enemy is "planning", they have let us know. The world economic forum, Billy’s publications, so on so forth, all of this has been discovered and undug.

All of it is written down and elaborated upon by them, not us. If anything, the thing we have been doing is keeping up with their abusive insanity, and making sure to share what they write, but keep people motivated to fight this beast and resist its advance.

Recently in the news it was aired, except of the Co-Vid nonsense, that there is now a "Nile" virus that is transmitted by mosquitos in the United States.

I know Alex Jones is not a definite source, but added on the above, they are saying that they are already preparing other strains of viruses to be released. We know who is doing that.

Nobody has to worry or anything, I am just illustrating how the Jew World Order, is doing exactly what it said. For example, about this plague with the Mosquitoes, Billy Gates has already gone in-depth. You can google this online. He talked about genetically engineering mosquitoes and other things like this.

They released Genetically Modified Mosquitoes in the wild, and these copulated with the native natural ones that they supposedly were trying to stop...This created a hybrid that is far more resistant to pesticides and pest control. One can only imagine what kind of issue this can rise in the future, if left unchecked. Just a few months earlier in the Clown World Saga...
Why Are Gates and Pentagon Releasing GMO Mosquitoes in Florida Keys?


And a few months later in the Clown World Saga where your average idiot legitimately tells you Billy is an innocent...

Human cases of mosquito-transmitted West Nile virus grow across US, risk level raised due to ‘significant expansion’

https://www.rt.com/usa/533849-us-west-nile-virus-cases/

Now and in the future, spiritual power will become crucial. I don't want to scare anyone with this. In fact, you should be at major peace now that you have this opportunity to protect yourself and your loved ones - not the other way around.

But I have to emphasize for those who aren't already: Start meditating. These are not usual times like before, the occurrences that will hit many places of the world now will not in anyway be "Natural". Just be aware of that.

People have been for example mailing me about the vaccine and all the related. I have been doing my best as always to take you in the highest care and help everyone in these difficult times. The general complaint is that many are being forced to do things they never wanted to do, such as the vaccine.

People who followed suit with this, such as medical personnel, or did not really open up a lot, are now also paying the price for this. Worldwide, many personnel are being kicked out of their jobs for having any disputes with the new religion of "science" of the Jew World Order.

Science is something that thrives on debate, questions, people exchanging opinions, and constantly going after trying to find what works and what doesn't. The portrayal as science of being like a religious dogma like Islam, is not about science. It's about other nefarious plans and insidious operations.

Those in power can abuse people like this insofar people are oblivious. The more we the people are oblivious of ourselves, the more they can abuse people. The enemy thrives on human ignorance.
You have heard of these things before, and you think these things are theoretical? Then you must re-read these and keep your attention here. These things are real life. Spiritual ignorance is VERY factual. It's REAL, it affects one's life.

It involves not knowing what decisions to take, being stupid, being lost, and many other things. It is in everyone's direct living interest to start meditating right now, and make it a part of their lives.

Let me give an example...Many people are going to be abused to vaccinate on what is rumored to be a recurring 8 doses package, that is already "pre-ordered" by these JWO people. Papers have been leaked and many conspiracy theorists are already on that. They intend to keep it going and going.

You don't need to go very far with this. Just check that Astra Zeneca and others have already done deals until 2023 for more and more boosters and doses. They are legitimately open about this. Any claims of "Two weeks more" are only bogus nonsense.

Recently, many people cannot make the situation up. Suddenly, the world's strongest Nation like the US, has allowed the Taliban to literally roam around with 85 billion in top tier military equipment. Europe is going to probably experience another 2015, both in migrant inflows, but also terrorist attacks. That will upset the whole region now.

I wish this never happens, but it might, with all the attacks and bombings and so on. While many people will be restrained in the draconian measures from going into the Cafe because of "Covid", somehow these terrorists will "manage" to get into Europe and everywhere else.

Many of these will probably be paid shills by the governments themselves, or purposefully allowed to get in, because governments will simply try to use them as an excuse for more draconian measures over the populace.

Somehow, none of this will legally or otherwise apply to the invaders, as per usual. It will apply however to mentally torture the young, the elderly, the vulnerable.

It's not illogical to assume that these things will happen as they are only a replay or things that already have. And if it does, one's mind will decide if one is going to
die or not. People actually died from these in the dozens back only a few years ago in 2015.

Then, the JWO will use this as an excuse to survey people even more, shrink their privacy etc. etc., until no semblance of any "Democracy" and "Freedom" exists anymore. This will help to bolster the Co-Vid agenda and the whole direction towards this downfall of society and human freedom.

Humanity will be pressed to where we will have to stop all of this. There is a grander plan the enemy is trying to put in motion; this plan has been revealed by them. It involves making Europe into Eurabia/Eurafrica, shattering the United States from the inside, using bogus excuses about climate change, the creation of fake plagues - the list goes.

Many people think this is a conspiracy theory. But one struggles at this point to find where the conspiracy theorists have been wrong with these things. Sure, they had some things exaggerated and wrong. But the general gist of this is understood by many.

In all this, the world will KEEP existing, and life will go on. Despite of the general environment, people are going to advance and many here will experience a better decade ahead, provided people meditate and take it seriously.

If you have the knowledge given here, there is no reason you won't be "saved". We save ourselves.

Personally I have also gotten sick with Co-Vid. It passed me lesser than the flu. Those who also meditate, have nothing to fear from this. Just have a healthy life, meditate, and do good to yourself as much as you can.

The more people are hopelessly following their insanity, accepting it, listening to their worthless TV, and "agreeing" with this, they are going to crash their own selves and their own freedoms one after another over nothing.

Eventually, there will be the creation of two societies. This might look confusing now, but it won't be looking strange to you when you'll read this post 4 or 5 years from now. One society will involve the enemy and their cohorts, the weak and the retarded, and the other will involve more conscious individuals who have outgrown all this mess that is being created.

The latter will be spiritually aware individuals and so on. However, as the years
progress, humanity is going to see many terrifying things and an overhaul of its way of life. If many thought the lockdowns were a problem, they must be aware that the enemy plans the worst.

Humanity will have to fight for reassuring its rights, freedom, and any semblance of "Normalcy". The enemy will fight to the bitter end with all this. By 2035, the Jew World Order plans, of what I have wrote before. They are planning to have gutted the United States from the inside, so that China finally strives higher than the US.

What you see now with the incompetence and evil, is not a mistake. It's actually deliberate.

Despite of what they will be able to utilize or how much we will blunt it [and by us I mean us humans and our efforts to resist it], they will use all powers at their disposal to make this manifest.

All of this is based on parasitism, fear, and exploiting the ignorance of the masses. How many have foolishly gone to vaccinate even though it was not in most places TRULY compulsory, but they have got the bait that it "would become"? After this fear was used, they actually were given power [like parasites] to wrestle the law and everything else.

If nobody was following with this agenda, or put their freedom above lower qualities, the JWO would think twice or trice about doing anything such as the things that they are. Now, they are all being told none of this was necessary and that it didn't help.

Anyway, even those who followed the jews into the lies or listened to fear more than anything, they will be struck with disillusention. Eventually there will be no middle ground to stand upon, and even the "regular people" will more or less have to pick a side. Many will opt in for permanent ignorance, foolish "Conveniences", and "You will own nothing and you will be happy". Others will resist.

What I am trying to say, the jews are liars and parasites. The more people engage into their games and accept this enslavement, the jew only pushes the knife even deeper. There is no end to it. What is still worth preserving in life won't join forces with them. What does, will be left desolate and like an empty husk.
From this division, there will become three classes. The free people, the JWO, and the slaves [NPC's]. The free people are now exponentially rising in number as the enemy proceeds with their advance.

We are not talking about politics and parties here, we are talking about a different approach to existence and life altogether. This is the Satanic Consciousness opening itself up on earth. This will be the winner in the end. The other two categories are going to collapse.

The world is moving towards a change that even the JWO has not even remotely comprehended. They will proceed with what they want to do, but they will fall into a hole that they have built for themselves. Out of this, a new society will arise.

The fate of a strong percent of humans will be this. We just want to reassure that it won't be the fate of those here, those of the Gods, and to blunt the blow as much as possible for souls that deserve it. But many will be getting it.

As time will go and freedoms will go out of the window, many people will literally rely on spiritual power to survive. Listen to me: the best investment you can do for the next decade, is your spiritual abilities. You will be shielded and protected will you will see many falling off cliffs, suffering, desolate etc.

I know many of you already had a taste of this during the lockdowns. How did YOU take it, and how did everyday people take it?

Do you think if people knew what we did, they wouldn't be begging to have known this before all these lockdowns, so that their mind wouldn't have to undergo all this gruesome suffering? Any sane person would want this knowledge.

You have joined and it's not too late for you, but for others it might be eventually. Many are making it late for their own self just because they delay themselves in an ignorant manner.

You can enjoy your life more, put the spiritual knowledge in effect, have a fuller life, escape all this enemy parasitism and soul entanglement, become more advanced.

Those who use this opportunity will transform themselves and rise higher than this falling world. Then, they will be natural inheritors of the world that will come next.
Do not be like these who will befall themselves in the downwards entropic spiral that is going to accelerate in the next decades. As the entropic downwards spiral will accelerate in the moving of this aeon, so will the accelerating opposite advancing spiral accelerate...You are at the position to choose to be in either way. As the rift is going to close itself, people will be absorbed based on their volition. Ignorance will not work anymore. It didn't help anyone that they were ignorant during the lockdown.

The suffering that will emerge from this world, will hit mostly the ignorant human beings, as parasites are attracted to inferior matter. But in all of this, there will be positivity and powerful light and bestowal that will occur for those who will position themselves on the positive side of this spiral.